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ABSTRACT

We consider solutions of the nonlinear Boltzmann equation (NLBE) with
anisolropic singular initial conditions, which give a simplified model for the penetration
of a monochromatic beam on a raiified target. The NLBE is transformed into an integral
equation which is solved iteratively and the evolution of the initial singularities is discussed.
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The nonlinear Bottzmann equation (NLBE) describes the evolution of a mono-
atomic dilute gas towards its equilibrium state. Solution! of this equation is difficult due
to the complex mathematical structure of the nonlinear term. The simplified linearized
version has given relevant results in kinetic theory, however, nonlinear effects can become
important in many cases, in particular when the system is far from equilibrium.

Previous analytic approaches to the NLBE solution consider velocity isotropic and
spatially homogeneous gases [I], Nonisotropic distributions have recently been considered
for Maxwell interaction models, for which the velocity distribution f(v, t) can be expanded
in an orthogonal basis [2[. This expansion was studied for some particular initial conditions
in £?, and a modified expansion was proposed to improve convergence properties at small
times and large energies [3|.

To gain some insight into the physical problem of penetration of particles in a

fluid we will consider a simplified model given by a monochromatic beam crossing over a

rarifieri target. This monoatomic nonisotropic system presents a non-equilibrium condition

and we will study its evolution in the kinetic stage, where time is of the order of the mean

free path time and each particle suffers few collisions. This gives a picture of the evolution

towards the final relaxation stage when we consider a spatially homogeneous gas. We

transform the NLBE into an integral equation which is solved by iteration when the initial

conditions contain delta-like velocity terms. In particular, we discuss the growth and decay

of singularities of the iterative approximations. The NLBE for a spatially uniform gas is

dt (1)

where

(2)

(3)

are the gain and loss terms respectively. The W(v',w'\v,w) is the transition probability

per unit of time for the binary collision (v,u7) —> (v't«?'), and it is obtained from the

differential cross section tt{g,j • A) by:

W

P\!J\ = f dwdv' dw'W{v,t2\v',w')f(v,t)f{w'tt)

I\frf] = J dwdv'dw'W(v',w'\ff,iv)f{C,t)f[w,t)

W{v',w'\v,w) = p2V~M9.5.

where we consider a d-dimensional velocity space and a deterministic model. Velocities

are related by:

g = v — u?
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with n being the unit vector in the direction of the relative final velocity g' = v' - w'. We
will denote as P\t,»| the quadratic functional of two functions t[v',t) and («?',<) defined
as in eq.(3). Eq.(l) can be written aa:

where

= P2d J dwf(w,t) Jdn g a(g,g.h)

(5)

(6)

We will consider interaction models such that L\f\ does not depend on time, therefore by
symmetry it only depends on v = \v\, i.e.: L\f] = L(v). This condition is satisfied for
maxwellian particles [1]:

t|/|=H

and for Very Hard particles:

where

= p I dhgo{g,g.h)

is the mean collision frequency. In that case we found that eq.{5) can be written in an
integral form:

f(S,t) =

which we solve by iteration:

(7)

' 1/ tJ I ( 1

The convergence of this iterative approach has been probed in the isotropic case for the
interaction models here considered [4|.

First, we introduce an initial condition which represents the collision of two mo-
noenergetic beams

f(v,O) = fi~ ~\S{v- Co) + *(v + t?o)|. (9)
2

In this case for the first two iterations we obtain

+Ai(v,t)P\P\fi,fi\,P\fi,fi\\, (10)



The coefficients determine the temporal evolution of each term and are given by:

Ai=Dt; A^^{D1-D3)/L[v); A3 = (Dt ~ 2D3 + D3)/L
7lv) (11)

with
Dn(v,t) = \)l(v0) - (12)

We note that successive iteractions introduce an increasing number of binary collisions.
Therefore thai number can be considered as the implicit expansion parameter. For d — 2
we replace eq.(9) in eq.(12) and obtain:

(136)PVi,P\fi.M = yl'M.xy) + /(* - «.".* - xA\,
where 9 is the angle between v and i'o, and

(«•».Xj) == "o

y is the step function, x; »re the roots of the equation (0 < x < 2ir):

/(coax) = v3 + uj| cos x - v »o COB 8 — v vo cos(0 - x) = °

and V(9) is the value of u for which Xi = Xi- The initial condition (9) does not belong

to an Li space and expansion (10) should be interpreted as a generalized function. We

observe that after a first scattering particles in the beam are spread in a circle as given

by 6(v — to), and a second collision introduces a weaker singularity given by the step

function. The shape of different contributions to the velocity distribution depends on the

cross section.

The initial beam evolution is given by the first term in eq.(8) and is characterized

by a mean decay time to = l/L{vo)- Depending on the interaction considered some

reinforcement of the beam can be produced by the following terms in eq.(lO). For v = vn,

the coefficients An(v,t) n = (1,2,3) are maximum at ln = tnn/L{vo)t which correspond

to times for which the number of particles available for single, double and triple collisions,

respectively, begin to decrease. In particular, tt is the mean free path time.

Now we consider an initial distribution given by a beam superposed to a nonsin-

gular distribution <p{v);

f[Z,0) = fi=<p{v) + A6{ff-v0) (15)

where A is determined by the conservation laws for the total number of particles. For

Maxwell interaction models we can again write eq.(ll) with:

Dn(v,l] =

Replacing eq.(l5) in eq.(2) gives:

P\fufi\ = |*>, 6} + P[S, S\.

The first term does not present singularities, the third one is zero by momentum conser-
vation, and we can show that the second term can be written as:

(16)

where G is a nonsoingular function which depends on

The first term in eq.(10) :

(IT)

shows the relaxation of the monochromatic beam with a mean decay time 1/L(vo). Here

we consider a beam extended at the whole space, at t — 0 we start interactions and

we observe the evolution. This idea is similar to the stationary scattering theory where

the initial state is described by a spatially infinite plane wave. We can roughly make a

dynamical extension: let us suppose that the beam penetrates the nonsingutar distribution,

in this case we relate the penetration distance x with time by i — vo( and the decay law

for the beam can be obtained from eq.(17)

This is the usual attenuation law for penetration of particles in a medium. The following

terms in Eq.(IO) give the non-linear contributions. From Eq.{16) we see that the second

iterative order gives a singular contribution, which behaves as l/\v-vo\s\n8 and therefore

it is weaker than the 6{v ~ v0) coming from the first term. This contribution depends

on time through the factor Ai(v,t) which increases from t = 0 until li = tn2/L[v0) and

thereafter slows down.

There are relevant differences between the two initial conditions considered here
and the behaviour of singularities in the iaotropic case. In our first case the strength
of the colliding deltas decreases with a rate of L(t>o) M the particles are spread out in
a shell v = ti0. This is a singular shell as shown by eq.(13a) and the strength in each
point is determined by the cross section. One further collision scatters particles inside the
surface v — V($) and an isotropic distribution builds up before relaxing to the Maxwellian
equilibrium. In the second example beam particles initially collide with the background
distribution p(«), that produces the i/\v — «?o| divergence, which can be interpreted as
the original delta widens at small time as a consequence of the diffusion of the beam in
the background gas. We note that in the isotropic case with singular initial conditions no
new delta-like singularities result after collisions start, and the original singularity keeps
its shape |5|, this follows from the isotropic character of the initial condition.
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